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* Diversity can be viewed as a special case of coding. MFSK modulation can also be viewed as a
form of coding.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine the impact of variable data bit rates on a fixed hop rate
noncoherent FH/MFSK system with diversity. This points out the advantage of some
diversity and the impact of noncoherent combining losses associated with too much
diversity.

To combat jamming effectively FH/MFSK systems must use diversity.* This means that
each MFSK signal is hopped m times and at the receiver the m “chips” are noncoherently
combined to provide diversity. For the uncoded* case where M = 2K we examine here the
parameter

Rather than consider the optimum choice of L we examine the bit error bounds for a wide
range of L values.

Our motivation for examining various values of the diversity is that in many systems the
hop rate, Rh hops/second, is fixed and the data rate, R bits/second, can change to
accommodate various types of users. Also the processing gain

where W is the fixed total spread spectrum bandwidth can be increased by lowering the
data rate R. This may be necessary to combat strong jamming where we have the effective
energy per bit to noise ratio



where
S = signal power

J = jammer power

at the intended receiver. Usually total bandwidth W and hop rate Rh are fixed in a spread
spectrum system while data rates may be varied.

In general, some form of diversity can improve performance by up to 40 dB at bit error
rates near Pb = 10-6 in both a worst case partial jamming and a Rayleigh fading channel.
However, noncoherent combining losses begin to dominate with too much diversity. Here
we examine the bit error probabilities of noncoherent FH/MFSK systems for a wide range
of diversity values, L, measured in diversity chips per data bit. This is done for fading and
non-fading channels as well as for the constraint length K = 7, rate r = 1/2, binary
convolutional code.

The usual diversity combining loss associated with broadband jamming (or additive white
Gaussian noise channels) in a non-fading channel shows considerable loss associated with
too much diversity. The relative impact of large diversity is somewhat less against worst
case partial band jamming since this type of jammer can degrade performance at low
diversity values more than at higher diversities. Indeed, with no diversity there can be up
to 40 dB loss at Pb = 10-6 with the worst case partial band jammer compared to broadband
jamming. At higher diversity values the worst case partial band jammer becomes the
broadband jammer.

In a Rayleigh fading channel the worst case partial band jammer is the broadband jammer.
In general, the bit error probabilities of the Rayleigh fading channel upper bounds the bit
error probabilities of the non-fading channel in a worst case partial band jamming channel.
The difference in these bit error probabilities become smaller with increasing diversity
values. In the limit of large diversity values the performance of fading and non-fading
channels are the same.

We also have the observation that as diversity increases the relative coding gains decrease.
Like diversity, coding is more effective against worst case partial band noise at smaller
diversity values.



II.  WORST CASE PARTIAL BAND NOISE JAMMING WITH NO CHANNEL
FADING

Consider first the case where we have no diversity and each MFSK signal is hopped once
for each MFSK signal. Assuming partial band noise jamming where D is the fraction of the
band jammed with noise of spectral density No /D where                   . We have D as the
probability that any MFSK signal is in the jammed part of the total spread bandwidth W
and 1 - D as the probability it is hopped outside the jammed frequencies. Then the symbol
error probability is

PE = D PE (No/D) + (1-D) PE (0)

where PE (") is the MFSK error probability in white Gaussian noise of spectral density ".
We assume negligible channel noise other than the jamming noise so that PE (0) = 0. Using
the union bound we have,

where Ec is the energy per MFSK signal. Here Ec = KEb where M = 2K. Also using the
relationship between bit error and symbol error,

we have the no diversity bit error union bound

The worst case D that maximizes this bound is given by

provided                 which is the case of interest. The bound for worst case partial band
jammer with no diversity is thus



* This means all m chips must be jammed in order to cause any symbol error.

and here we have effectively

or one hop per MFSK symbol (no diversity).

In summary, with no diversity we have the bit error bounds

These bounds are generally quite tight below 10-2 bit error probabilities. In Figures 1-4 we
show these bounds as the exact bit error probabilities. (See dashed lines.)

With each MFSK signal hopped m times and using noncoherent combining of the m
energy detector outputs we require a looser Chernoff bound to evaluate the bit error
probabilities. Assuming soft decision combining where the receiver knows when a chip is
jammed or not,* we have the bit error bound

where 8 is a Chernoff bound parameter and Ec = KEb /m is the energy per chip.

For the case where Ec/No $ 3 we have the worst case D value that maximizes this bound
and the best 8 value that minimizes this bound given by



This results in the bound

or in terms of

we have

When Ec /No < 3 the worst case D that maximizes the bound is simply

D* = 1 (broadband jamming)

while the minimizing choice of the Chernoff bound parameter is

where

This is used in



In summary, for noncoherent MFSK with M = 2K and L hops per data bits we have

where

Figures 1-4 show these bounds for various values of L. For L = 1/K we have no diversity
and so we can compare these Chernoff bounds with the tighter bounds derived for this
special case which we label as exact.

III.  WORST CASE PARTIAL BAND NOISE JAMMING WITH CHANNEL
FADING

We next consider a fading channel where each MFSK hop band has independent “flat-flat”
Rayleigh fading with the same characteristics. Thus, each MFSK “chip” is assumed to
experience independent Rayleigh fading with the same Rayleigh fading probability density

where we have normalized to

This means that for a random fading envelope R the received energy per chip is R2Ec

where Ec is the energy with no fading. Then the average received energy per chip is



As discussed earlier, we assume a partial band noise jammer with parameter D and noise
density No/D for D fraction of the band where No = J/W. With no diversity each MFSK
symbol experiences a single fade R. Defining PE(";R) as the symbol error probability in
white Gaussian noise of spectral density " and fade R we have the symbol error
probability

PE (R) = DPE (No /D;R) + (1-D)PE (0;R).

Here PE (0;R) = 0 for any R and we use the union bound

The bit error bound for fixed R is thus

Averaging this over the fading random variable R gives the bound on the average bit error
probability



where E&b is the average received energy per bit. Since

is positive, the largest possible value of D maximizes this bound.

Thus
D* = 1 (broadband jamming)

and

In Figures 5-8 we show this union bound as a dotted line for M = 2, 4, 8, and 16.

If we now hop each MFSK symbol m times then an error occurs only when all m chips fall
in the jammed band. If

R = (R1,R2,...,Rm)

are the independent Rayleigh fading variables for the m chips, then the conditional symbol
error probability is

PE (R) = DmPE (No /D;R)

where PE (No /D;R) is the error probability with white Gaussian noise of spectral density  
No /D with fixed fade variables R. If we average this over R we know that the maximum
likelihood metric is indeed the noncoherent combining of the m energy detector outputs for
the M possible symbols. We can thus apply the union Bhattacharyya bound on the average
to get,

yielding the symbol error bound



Again noting that

is positive the largest possible value of D maximizes this bound.

Thus
D* = 1 (broadband jammer)

and the bit error bound becomes,

Substituting the relationships

we have the final form of this bound

Figures 5-8 show this bound for various values of L hops per data bit with M = 2, 4, 8, and
16.

IV. USE OF CODES - NO FADING

When considering the use of codes we can regard each MFSK chip as a code symbol.
When we have two sequences x and x̂ the pairwise error probability is given by

where w(x,x̂) is the number of places where x and  x̂ differ. For the non-fading channel
with worst case partial band jamming we have



where

Note that the symbol error probability for MFSK with m diversity chips per symbol is
union bounded by

since w(x, x̂) = m. Using the relationship KEb = mEc, L = m/K, and

gives us the same bound derived in Section II. In this sense, diversity can be thought of as
a form of coding.

For the conventional constraint length K = 7 rate, r = 1/2 binary convolutional code using
BFSK with m diversity we have the bit error bound



where
Pb # 36D10m + 211D12m + 140D14m

+ 11633D16m + ....
where

Eb = 2Es

= 2mEc

Es = energy per coded BFSK symbol.

Here we assume m diversity per coded BFSK symbol. Hence, the diversity per data bit is

L = 2m

Figure 9 shows the bit error bounds for the binary convolutional code using BFSK and
diversity of L hops per data bit.

V.  USE OF CODES-FADING

For independent Rayleigh fading on each MFSK chip we have the same metric and the
only change in the form of D is an average over the independent fadin statistics. Thus

where the maximizing D is

D* = 1      (broadband jamming)



and the minimizing Chernoff bound parameter is

Note that the symbol error probability for MFSK with m diversity chips per symbol is
union bounded by

since w(x, x̂) = m. Using the relationships KEb = mEc, L = m/K and

gives us the same bound derived in Section III.

In general, the bound for the fading channel is always an upper bound for the non-fading
channel. This follows from the fact that for a convex c function f(x) and any random
variable X we have Jensen’s inequality

Note that

is a convex c function of R2 and E{R2} = 1. Thus



For the conventional constraint length K = 7, rate r = ½ binary convolutional code using
BFSK with m diversity we have the bit error bound

where
Eb = 2Es

= 2mEc

L = 2m .

Figure 10 shows the bit error bounds for the binary convolutional code using BFSK and
diversity of L hops per data bit.

VI.  DISCUSSION

Figures 1-8 show clearly that with too little diversity worst case partial band jamming or
Rayleigh fading can cause a large loss in performance relative to the ideal additive white
Gaussian noise channel (broadband jamming with no fading). Excessive diversity,
however, means considerably less loss in performance. At Pb = 10-6 and M = 2 (see
Figure 1) there is about a 4dB loss from optimum diversity (L–10) to the diversity
L = 200. This difference increases to about 6dB with M = 16. This is primarily due to the
fact that the performance for larger alphabet size M improves with the smaller diversity
values. This is essentially a coding gain since MFSK modulation is a form of block
orthogonal codes. The BFSK convolutional code performance of Figure 9 shows this same
characteristic.

For the Rayleigh fading channels shown in Figures 5-8, the loss due to excessive diversity
is less than corresponding losses in the non-fading case. This is partly due to the fact that
the noncoherent combining of the chip energies is indeed the maximum likelihood metric
for the Rayleigh fading channel. More important, however, is the fact that here the worst
case partial band jammer is always the broadband jammer.

The Rayleigh fading case always results in poorer performance or larger bit error
probabilities than the non-fading case. For large diversity, however, the difference between
these two cases disappear.



In the following table we show the values of Eb/No at Pb = 10-6 for all the cases shown in
Figures 1-8. This shows that the loss due to excessive diversity is greater for larger
alphabet size M even though the overall performance is better. This is most likely true for
convolutional codes with large constraining lengths.

Table Pb = 10-6

N
on

-F
ad

in
g M=2 M=4 M=8 M=16

Lopt 17.3 14.6 12.9 11.8

L=200 21.0 19.5 18.7 18.0

Fa
di

ng Lopt 19.5 16.9 15.1 14.1

L=200 21.3 19.8 18.8 18.1



Figure 1.  No Fading M=2



Figure 2.  No Fading M=4



Figure 3.  No Fading M=8



Figure 4.  No Fading M=16



Figure 5.  Fading M=2



Figure 6.  Fading M=4



Figure 7.  Fading M=8



Figure 8.  Fading M=16



Figure 9.  No Fading Convolutional Code with BFSK



Figure 10.  Fading Convolutional Code with BFSK


